Break out Room 6

In 2027, as a result of the
work that’s been done to
reduce carbon emissions,
what will be better about

Your home?

One or two answers agreed by the group.
One idea per answer
Bullet points not sentences.

*Everyone will have access to knowledge, financial resources, and networks of support and
information to improve their own home
Food supplied locally, energy supplied locally.
Warm & dry home - lowcarbon heating, good insulation fitted by local fitters.
No longer giving tours of my low carbon house.
Making the technology easy to understand & to use accessible less daunting.
Liking /feeling comfortable at home/loving your environment
Homes changing to accommodate work/ not isolated/work more communal

Your neighbourhood?

Street clear of cars, good access to buses.
Safe cycleways & electric bikes
Green spaces, embedded in education
Everything you need is within 15 minutes
Knowledge sharing

Your city, town or village
(depending where you live in
South Yorkshire)?

Across South Yorkshire?

Democracy: processes that weren’t there before: For our climate response to be bottom up we
have also addressed other systematic problems.
Continuing creative participation.
Every city has a climate action centre
People are at home in the city
Coproduction Addressing inequalities
Individuals have opportunities to attach themselves to low carbon activities.
*A change of ethos in schools
*Participatory deliberative democracy structures emerging to regional city & climate change &
justice issues
*Large scale business is included.
*Understanding how people can come & advocate.
Local councils refuse carbon hungry planning applications
What businesses do we need? What jobs do we need?
A change of ethos - what is needed? - the donut economy
Our moorlands protected - both for their wildlife and their function as carbon sinks and flood
protection
*Connect with Donut economics action lab
*Measure against sustainable development goals.

How you spend your day?

